15_087: "experiencing different mood in india first getting a bit down feeling
captivated in the ashram of a big guru with many westerners full of mental
problems but finally feeling relieve going to the ocean and swimming and walking
despite the shortage of money and having little food to eat and sometime davide
traveling with me being a bit negative but then being in tiruvannamalai and
getting energized by our walks around the holy mountains there and later traveling
to sweden feeling rather stable and giving a lot of energy to my students and to
italy telling many nice stories of india to my parents and getting a bit moody
readjusting with myrthe but at last getting a nice welcome from my mountain folk
and a sunny winter weather"
14_100: "walking to begin with in india taking lonely explorations of a coastal
town in kerala leaving davide in the guest house to work and really walking
extensively with only some coconut milk in my belly and the sun but feeling quite
unable to begin with to walk too long with davide who had too bad shoes and got
tired too easily and exploring alone the city of madurai crossing poor areas and a
lot
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walking on top of the shiva mountain and around it to finally go to sweden taking
smaller walks there because of the ice and exploring a bit the north west of
stockholm where i was staying and taking a minor walk with august before going to
italy and walking there in the city of vicenza and up to the sanctuary and in
padua with myrthe taking advantage of the sunny winter weather"
01_156: "a month spent to begin with in the indian countryside doing mostly
explorations and taking few pictures mostly of my camera and phone and the few
tools used for eating and then going to sweden hosted by a chilean couple and
cooking my own food at last to finally reach italy and start doing several
activities there lighting the fire and cooking also for jacek and brett and even
managing to do some wood cutting"
09_119: "news collected while in india having access to internet through my mobile
but in the countryside where there was little reception and reading about many
explosions related to the islamic war and at last while in sweden hearing about
the terror attack at a christmas market in the nearby berlin but also about many
casulaties in africa"
10_121: "video of public spaces started briefly in bengalore on my way back first
to sweden taking small videos while visiting august in uppsala and later staying
at a chileans´place in the suburb before flying to italy and exploring padua and
treviso with myrthe and later taking videos from up the mountains hiking with
brett and jacek and again alone with myrthe visiting small towns in the south of
padua"
04_088: "a month started in india leaving in the countryside nearby tiruvannamalai
and experiencing much traffic road with pilgrims coming for the shiva festival or

anyway having to go to town to wait in long lines in the traffic to withdraw money
and also getting a bag filled with toxic anti-mosquito chemicals being smashed
right on the road where we were talking to a sadu and finally reaching sweden with
far less pollution but at last going to italy and getting a lot of smoke in the
apartment trying to heat the stove and a little of chainsaw pollution but
otherwise filling my lungs with clean mountain air "
17_072: "clouds recorded while living in the new apartment in djursholm feeling
quite depressed about the weather after sunny italy but trying to be out at the
small lake and working on a small vegetable garden observing the clouds from there
seeing many human figures standing a later laying interacting with animals but
also objects"
08_134: "trash picked to begin with while in belgium during a sunny weekend
walking with myrthe and her father and then while in the netherlands walking
mostly in amsterdam waiting for my airplane to sweden also finding a quite dry
weather there with still some trash to pick"
08_135: "trash picked while in uppsala visiting august and finding quite some
trash in the town still very much alive with students prior going back to the
netherlands and mostly picking trash in den haag awaiting for my visa to go to
india"
08_136: "still picking some trash while in sweden and very little while in denmark
for an exhibition and later shortly visiting bologna for an afternoon and picking
a bit of trash there before flying to india and picking my first trash there
exploring the heavily trafficked road next to my apartment in bengalore suburb"
08_137: "still trashed pick while in bengalore walking extensively there to reach
the university and later departing for kochi with davide and picking less trash
there due to the heavy backpack and all the traveling down the state of kerala"
08_138: "still picking trash in the south of india getting quite some newspaper
pieces used by street sellers to wrap food and a nice set of used match boxes and
some tobacco related products but also small bags for things to burn in temples"
08_139: "picking less trash while living in amma's ashram by the indian ocean but
then helping davide with his movie and visiting a quite ugly town with trash and
finding also some medicine packages aside form pictures of dead people and one of
the actual guru amma along with pictures of various gods"
08_140: "trash picked walking extensively through the southern indian city of
madurai
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nonetheless managing to cross through very poor places and keep picking trash also
when very filthy next to holy but dirty cows and much litter"

08_141: "still trash picked walking in madurai despite the rain making the road
muddy and going to tiruvannamalai and starting to pick some trash there walking in
the middle of the night in search for a place to stay"
08_142: "trash picked in tiruvannamalai mostly walking around the holy mountain
but also trash found in smaller villages reached with davide by scooter and
finding again quite some religious related trash but also some political"

